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Enter into a supernatural world of fantasy and romance with these imagination-stirringÂ scenes and

portraits. More than 30 images include a sword-wieldingÂ valkyrie in armor, a hatchling dragon, and

a pair of unicorns. Illustrations are printed on one side of the perforated pages for easy removal and

display. Specially designed for experienced colorists, Fantasy Designs and other Creative HavenÂ®

adult coloring books offer an escape to a world of inspiration and artistic fulfillment. Each title is also

an effective and fun-filled way to relax and reduce stress.
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Over 30 Fantasy Designs to ColorEnter into a supernatural world of fantasy and romance with these

imagination-stirringscenes and portraits. More than 30 images include a sword-wielding angel in

armor, a hatchling dragon, and a pair of unicorns.Specially designed for experienced colorists,

Creative Haven(r) coloring books offer an escape to a world of inspiration and artistic

fulfillment.Perforated pages printed on one side only for easy removal and display.Find your true

colors with Creative Haven(r) and hundreds of other coloring books:

www.doverpublications.com/CreativeHaven

This is a coloring book filled with 30 really great fantasy designs. Everything from dragons to



gnomes to unicorns and much more. I don't have any other coloring books by Aaron Popcock, so I

did my homework before pre-ordering this book. It looks like he has released at least one book of

fantasy sketches and that those look great. I took a chance on this book based on that information

and Creative Haven's quality printing. I am really glad that I did so as it is very different from other

books that I own.There are 30 designs in this coloring book which are printed on bright white

perforated paper that is a fairly heavy stock. The designs are printed on one side of the page only.I

usually like to remove my projects from the books to work on and I love that Creative Haven always

makes it easy for me to do so.All of my gel pens and markers bleed through on Creative Haven

books to varying degrees. I use some sort of paper under the sheet that I am working on to keep the

ink from leaking through.

I arrived to the hobby of adult coloring late last year. Wish someone had warned me about how

addictive it is, I now own a small library of books and art supplies. It's introduced me to artists I

might never have heard of, and I love that these talented people have another platform for their

work. The illustrations in "Fantasy Designs" are like what you might find in an old storybook. The

creatures aren't meant to be cute or pretty, though some are; they have "character", for lack of a

better word. You could easily make up a story for what's happening in each picture.I'm glad that

these Creative Haven books have single-sided printing.The paper is only a little heavier than copy

paper. Colored pencils work fine, but any wet media will cause bleeding through and/or buckling. As

I like to use mixed media, I've learned to embrace crunchy pages in my books. This is the first

picture I've completed.

Gorgeous art, funny and silly pictures. The artist put a lot of time and work into this book. He does

most of the work for you but still PLENTY to color. If you have had a hard day and need a break

from reality, and practicality, open this book and color! It's fantasy but somehow comforting to shut

the real world out for awhile. I enjoyed the giants and elves and talking trees. Took me back to my

childhood, a more carefree time. I look forward to seeing more work from this artist and will definitely

buy another of his.

I bought this book for my younger brother. He loves to color and draw and he picked this one out

himself. I was pleased to find a nice mix of gender friendly pictures. Lots of unicorns and mermaids.

While having dragons and trolls too. Keep your pitchforks to yourself, i'm not saying a boy cant color

a beautiful mermaid. He just loves dragons!



I was a little disappointed to find that the designs are a bit in Kieran than I'd prefer. All in all its a

pretty good book. There are no fairest or mermaids in this book. It's all trolls and one elf like

creature. The pages are fully drawn with lots of detail oriented grass and rocks which I don't

particularly like to color over and over again. Needs more characters and less of the foliage and

ground to color.

I love this book! The pages aren't the thickest but I use colored pencils and chalk pastels only. I

have included a couple pictures for you to see how cute the designs are.

I love the pictures in this book! I am on disability and this gives me something nice and relaxing to

do!

The pictures in this book are really nice and there are a lot pictures in the book. It is a great value for

the money.
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